
Create a lockdown themed cake which reflects your experience of the 
last 2 months. 

Must be 2 tiers.



WINNER



Winne and Albert Padmore

Bake Off - 'Grange Lane Hill Bike Ride'

We have spent a lot of time on bikes and cycled around 300km during lockdown.

We live at the start of Grange Lane. A challenge we achieved this week was to cycle to the top of Grange Lane hill, 

without stopping, so we choose this as the topic for our 2 tier cake.



2ND PLACE



Fraser Smith



3RD PLACE



Toby Hunt



HIGHLEY COMMENDED



Phoebe Breeze



Freya Williams



Tabby Lewis

It's entitled 'Lockdown paddling pool in the garden' - that's 
where she has spent much of her relaxation time, keeping cool 
during the recent warm weather.

It's a two-tiered blueberry and vanilla cake with chocolate 
biscuit people and inflatables.

It was all her own work with no help from any adults - and it 
tastes delicious! 



Isabella Harris
She chose to do a two tier lockdown themed cake and was left 
to her own devices to decorate. She chose a carrot cake for the 
bottom tier and a lemon drizzle for the top tier and themed it 
on NHS and the lovely rainbow 🌈



No name – done in school



COMMENDED



Bea Miller 

The Lockdown cake is her lying in bed which I think sums up 
what she has enjoyed most about lockdown...!



Matthew Holmes

two tier sponge in green and red with gingerbread cats (for my 
cat Fudge) and Xbox controllers made out of icing



OTHERS



Isla Wilson



No name – done in school



Lydia Wilson



Joe Irving

• He has made a cake featuring his 

• pet cat and dog, NHS 

• and a flag for V.E. day.



Laura Breedon



Millie Chavda



No name – done in school


